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Spring ’24 Market

These products can be used in multiple ways to add function and flair to a design! 
 
The Spring High Point Market was a treasure trove of versatile furniture pieces 
that sparked my imagination as an interior designer. Among my favorite finds were 
Arteriors’ New Echo Outdoor Dining Table; Vanguard Furniture’s Rendition Metal 
Dining Table; Pooky’s Utopia Cordless Lamp; Verellen’s Perrin Dining Chair; and 
Eichholtz’s Desk Numana. What sets these pieces apart is their inherent flexibility, 
allowing them to seamlessly transition between various interior design projects 
while adding a touch of fun and flair.

Starting with Arteriors’ New Echo Outdoor Dining Table, its sleek design and 
durable construction make it a perfect addition to both indoor and outdoor 
spaces. Its versatility lies in its ability to serve as a focal point for al fresco dining or 
as a statement piece in a contemporary indoor setting. Paired with vibrant outdoor 
chairs or sleek indoor seating, this table effortlessly adapts to different design 
schemes, offering endless possibilities for customization.

Vanguard Furniture’s Rendition Metal Dining Table is another gem that caught my 
eye for its versatility and timeless appeal. Crafted from sturdy metal, this dining 
table exudes industrial chic vibes that can elevate a variety of interior styles, 
from urban lofts to modern farmhouse kitchens. Its clean lines and understated 
elegance make it a versatile anchor piece that can be dressed up or down with 
different chair styles and accessories, allowing for endless design permutations.

Pooky’s Utopia Cordless Lamp adds a touch of whimsy and functionality to any 
space. Its cordless design makes it incredibly versatile, allowing it to be placed 
anywhere without the constraints of power outlets. Whether used as a bedside 
lamp, a centerpiece on a dining table, or even as ambient lighting in a cozy reading 
nook, this lamp effortlessly enhances the ambiance of any room while offering the 
convenience of mobility.

Verellen’s Perrin Dining Chair is a true chameleon in the world of interior design. 
With its timeless silhouette and customizable upholstery options, this dining chair 
can seamlessly integrate into a variety of design schemes, from classic elegance 
to contemporary chic. Its versatility extends beyond the dining room, as it can also 
serve as a stylish accent chair in a living room or a cozy reading corner, adding 
comfort and sophistication to any space.

Finally, Eichholtz’s Desk Numana embodies versatility and functionality with its 
sleek design and ample storage options. While primarily designed as a workspace, 
this desk can easily double as a stylish console table in an entryway or a compact 
vanity in a bedroom. Its clean lines and minimalist aesthetic make it a versatile 
addition to any room, offering both form and function in equal measure. With 
these versatile furniture pieces at my disposal, I’m excited to explore the endless 
possibilities they offer in my future interior design projects, where creativity knows 
no bounds.
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